Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  M-01

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M01

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 29
Pattern for "JAS M01" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       M-02

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M02

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 21
Pattern for “JAS M02” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  

M-03

Jane’s Block…                     My Block…

M03

Difficulty = Hard

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 25
Pattern for “JAS M03” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt M-04

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M04
Difficulty = Medium
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 49
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M05

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 18
Pattern for "JAS M05" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       M-06

Jane’s Block…                                               My Block…

M06

Difficulty = Difficult

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 25
Pattern for "JAS M06" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  M-07

Jane’s Block…

M07
Difficulty = Medium
Applique
Number of Pieces = 10

My Block…
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt     M-08

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M08

Difficulty = Medium

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 35
©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "JAS M08" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

JAS M08
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt    M-09

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M09

Difficulty = Medium

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 28
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M10

Difficulty = VERY easy

Foundation Piecing or Regular Piecing

Number of Pieces = 9

It’s a nine patch, for heaven’s sake! This one will make up for the harder ones we had in this row.
JAS M10

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1007, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for “JAS M10” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Instructions for “JAS M10” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       M-11

Jane’s Block…                               My Block…

M11

Difficulty = Medium

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 31
Pattern for “JAS M11” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       M-12

Jane’s Block…                                               My Block…

M12
Difficulty = Easy
Foundation Piecing or Regular Piecing
Number of Pieces = 19
JAS M12

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using electric Quilt

Pattern for “JAS M12” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Instructions for “JAS M12” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

M13

Difficulty = Easy to Medium

Regular Piecing

Number of Pieces = 12

Assemble ¼ of the square by sewing A to B. It is a gentle curve, so it will be easy to sew. Then sew C to the A-B piece, flip and sew method. Make 4, sew them together as a four patch, to create your block.
JAS M13

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Templates for "JAS M13" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present